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Introduction
The GKD 3RCI Data Log files should be periodically offloaded from the 3RCI display as part of the service
routine.
GKD Technik has built a basic data logger into every 3RCI system. This GKD data logger will record events
such as system faults and changes of state, and incidents of overloads. The GKD logger is located within
the 3RCI display processor memory, and the files generated by this logger are named LOGFILE.CSV and
LOGFILE2.CSV. The GKD data logger will record events until it’s memory is full, and then will begin to
overwrite the earliest events in it’s memory. The data log offload function is available on V3 and above
software versions, V1 and V2 software version systems will need to be accessed by GKD service engineers
to offload the data log.
Data Logging and RIS1530
With the introduction of additional data logging requirements under the RIS1530 standard, GKD Technik
updated the 3RCI hardware with a new display, and added a second data logger to the 3RCI. This second
data logger stores data on an internal SD card, and the files generated are known as TRACELOG files.
A separate file is generated for each day the machine is used, and the TRACELOG data files record the
general status of the machine continuously. The SD card will hold approximately 4000 hours of
continuous logging data.
The RIS1530 compliant systems with the additional logging functions are identified by grey coloured
displays, rather than the blue displays of previous GKD versions, and are running V6+ software
(To determine the software present, press the “MENU” key on the GKD display, the software version
and machine type are displayed at the top of the screen on the “RESTRICTIONS” page).
When data is present on the data logger a
“LOG” icon is shown on the display, as
represented in the diagram to the right, with
a symbol over it.
When the SD card data logger is getting full,
the “LOG” symbol is shown as represented,
with an additional red cross. If the red cross
is present the data should be offloaded as
soon as possible.
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Connection to the Display
In order to download the data log files from the display, a data download lead is required.
This lead can be purchased from GKD Technologies.
For version 8 systems, the part number is P4000002.
For version 9 systems, the part number is P4000003.
A standard USB memory stick will also be required to load the data onto, we would recommend a
minimum of 2GB and a maximum of 8GB capacity. USB memory sticks with a capacity of more that
8GB will not be recognized by the GKD system.
The download lead should be connected to the 3RCI display using the port located on the bottom of the
display, as represented in the diagrams below.
Older GKD 3RCI systems with the blue display may have the connector recessed on the bottom of the
display towards the left side of the unit.
V8 Display connector location
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Offloading Data
The Data Log download facility is accessed through
the “TEST” menu.
The TEST facility is launched by first pressing the
“MENU” button from the main operator screen,
and then by pressing the “TEST” button from within
the “TEST” tab, as shown here.
A service password is required to access the TEST
features. This password is 623623.
Please do not divulge this passcode to machine
operators or to any other parties.
Once inside the TEST section, the “OFFLOAD LOG”
button will be available, as shown here.

On some more recent software versions the
“OFFLOAD LOG” button is located on the “MORE”
tab which is within the TEST facility.
On these versions, from the “TEST” tab press
the “TEST” button as shown above, and then select
the “MORE” tab to access the “OFFLOAD LOG”
button.
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Offloading Data continued...
Pressing the “OFFLOAD LOG” button will start the data download process automatically, provided a USB
memory stick has been connected to the 3RCI system using the GKD USB download lead.
A message at the bottom of the screen will show progress of the file copies, and will inform when the
data file download is complete. Once downloaded, remove the USB lead from the system and shut the
RCI down by turning the machine ignition off.
Looking at the data
The data files are all in .CSV format, and as such may be opened in any text editor, or in a program such
as Excel.
The GKD format LOGFILE.CSV and LOGFILE2.CSV are copied to the USB drive root directory.
The 1530 compliant TRACELOG files are copied to a new folder on the USB drive, which is automatically
created. The new folder is named “Storage Card” or “SDMemory” depending on which version of GKD
3RCI hardware is present. Files within the folder are named according to the date the data refers to,
for instance “T120625.CSV” is data generated on 25th June 2012 (12/06/25).
Sample Files
GKD LOGFILE.CSV
A typical GKD format logfile is shown below. The file is a list of errors and events that have occurred
during operation of the machine. Events are date and time stamped. Incidences of overload are date and
time stamped, and in addition the machine stub boom, fore boom and dipper boom angles are recorded
plus the slew position of the machine, the cant and the gradient, and the tip load of the machine in the
current position at time of overload.
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Offloading Data continued...
GKD TRACELOG FILES - RIS1530 COMPLIANT
A sample of a typical TRACELOG file is shown below.

The data format shows date and time, LOH is the Load on Hook recorded (Load on the end of the boom),
Radius and Height of the lift point, slew position, cant and gradient, the speed of the machine (recorded
as + speed or - speed to show forwards or backwards travel), the Driver ID (from the PTS number entered
on startup), the Capacity of the machine (how much it could lift in the position and track condition / axle
lock status at the time) plus a STATUS line from which can be derived the status of the RCI.
This status is a hexadecimal number so you will need to use a scientific calculator to convert this to a
binary number, then you can view the ‘status’ of the bits shown below.
Here is an example:
Status code 0x00069010 in binary is 1101001000000010000. Bit 0 is on the right hand side so this status
code means the follow: Axles locked, extension out, engine on, safe to unlock and axle lock requested.
Status Codes
Bit 0

Override

Bit 14

Lo Rail Duty

Bit 1

Estop

Bit 15

Engine On

Bit 2

Breakaway

Bit 16

Tandem Lift

Bit 3

Road Duty

Bit 17

Safe To Unlock

Bit 4

Axle Locked

Bit 18

Axle Lock Requested

Bit 5

Dig Mode

Bit 19

Pressure Limited Duty

Bit 6

Error

Bit 20

Welding Mode

Bit 7

Stabiliser Duty

Bit 21

Overload

Bit 8

London Underground

Bit 22

Foreman's Key Switch

Bit 9

Tracks Out

Bit 23

External Safety Module Health

Bit 10

Counterweight In

Bit 24

Low Capacity In

Bit 11

Counterweight Out

Bit 25

In Gauge

Bit 12

Extension Out

Bit 26-27

Hook Point (0=BP, 1=ALP, 2=GH, 3=JIBLP)

Bit 13

Swivel Duty
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Offloading Data continued...
The cuts value is similar to the status code but reflects the state of the motion cuts on the machine.
Again, it is a hexadecimal number so you will need to use a scientific calculator to convert this to a binary
number, then you can view the state of the motion cuts. When the bit = 1, this means that motion/
movement is allowed.
Here is an example:
Cuts code 0x80AA in binary is 11000000010101010. With bit 0 being on the right, this code means the
following: Slew left is prevented, slew right is allowed, stub up is prevented, stub down is allowed, fore up
is prevented, fore down is allowed, dipper out is prevented, dipper in is allowed, bucket in and out is
prevented, steering unlocked is off, swivel left and right is prevented, SpaceGuard is off and the slew
brake is released.
Cuts Codes
Bit 0

Slew Left

Bit 1

Slew Right

Bit 2

Stub Up

Bit 3

Stub Down

Bit 4

Fore Up

Bit 5

Fore Down

Bit 6

Dipper Out

Bit 7

Dipper In

Bit 8

Bucket In

Bit 9

Bucket Out

Bit 10

Park Brake Off

Bit 11

Steering Unlocked

Bit 12

Swivel Left

Bit 13

Swivel Right

Bit 14

SpaceGuard Off

Bit 15

Slew Brake Release
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Deleting the 3RCI Log Data
Before deleting the data log on the 3RCI system, ensure that the logs have already been downloaded and
stored for safe keeping.
Once the log files have been downloaded, remove the USB Stick but leave the USB lead connected to the
3RCI display. Another USB Stick, with the following folder structure, can now be connected.
The folder structure required on the USB Stick is:
DATAEXE\DATAEXE\IEXPLORE.EXE
Enter the Service menu on the 3RCI system. This will
require an 8 digit passcode to be entered, please
contact GKD for the passcode if required. Access to
the passcode is strictly controlled, as the data
behind the service menu is crucial to the safe
operation of the 3RCI and any changes to the data
may cause the 3RCI to function incorrectly.

Once in the Service section, Press on the “DATA
TRANSFER” button.

Press in the large grey space at the bottom of this
window and three new buttons will be revealed.
Press the TRACE LOG FILES - “DELETE” button.
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Deleting the 3RCI Data Log
A prompt will ask if you are sure you wish to delete
the log files. Press “YES”.
The 3RCI will copy the log files from the internal SD
Card to the USB Flash drive, and then delete the
data log files on the GKD indicator.

Once deleted, turn off the power to the GKD system using the vehicle ignition key, and restart the system.
Remove the USB drive and lead, and store the files on the USB drive on a suitable PC in a folder specific to
the machine so they can be accessed if required.

Contact GKD Technologies on:

+44 (0) 1202 861961
+44 (0) 1202 971971
service@gkdtec.com
helpdesk.gkdtechnik.com/kb
www.gkdtec.com
GKD Technologies reserve the right to change these instructions in line
with the policy of continuous improvement.
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